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Abstract. In this theoretical study, we challenge two prevalent assumptions in the international 

business domain: the “disappearance of informal networks” and the “strength of weak ties” 

assumption. By doing so, we draw from cultural as well as informality studies and explore the 

phenomenon of clientelism and its characteristics in the post-Soviet Union. We first 

conceptualize clientelism as an informal reciprocal exchange mechanism between a patron and a 

client, defined by mutual benefits on a long-term basis that also can underlay and lead to other 

forms of informal exchange practices such as clanism, blat, and kinship. As a result, we argue 

that informal networks and ties based on patron-client relations are neither disappearing nor is 

weakness a characteristic that makes them strong. We propose that diverse clientelistic ties 

appear to persist in the post-Soviet Union, as they are culturally embedded and dynamically 

adjust to changes in the environment. Furthermore, we assume that, contrary to the West, 

typically strong ties prevail in informal networks in the East. Finally, we argue that the nature of 

clientelism is paradoxical: on the one hand, it is prone to favoritism, unfair competition, 

corruption or bribery but, when it comes to weak governments, clientelistic practices may, on the 

other hand, be seen an effective means to give aid to poor or disadvantaged citizens. Also, it can 

help to overcome social boundaries by connecting persons of different social classes. Our 

conceptualization of clientelism and the specifics of informal networks in the post-Soviet Union, 

as well as our propositions, can inform future research at the intersection of international 

business and informality studies. 
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Introduction 

Post-Soviet states, like Russia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Romania, or Kazakhstan, are attractive for 

foreign direct investments (FDI) and international cooperation due to their wealth in natural 

resources and market size (Wood and Demirbag, 2015). The Global Competitiveness Report of 

2017–2018 (WEF, 2017) indicated a positive economic development for several countries of the 

region: Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine are transforming from being factor driven to being 

efficiency driven, while Hungary, Latvia and Lithuania, Poland and Romania have even 

progressed in their classification to the transition stage between efficiency-driven to an 

innovation-driven economy. However, though the region bears tremendous economic potential, 

it can be characterized by heterogeneity and volatility (Gevorkyan, 2015). The post-Soviet states 

have developed quite differently since the early nineties: for instance, the Baltic states have 

managed to establish a free market economy on the one hand; on the other, informal ties are still 

very important in everyday life. Central Asian states like Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan have 

continued to apply traditional, indigenous management concepts like clanism that permeate 

economics and politics (e.g. Minbaeva and Muratbekova-Touron, 2013; Minbaeva et al., 2007) 

and still, they manage economic growth. However, there is a continuous influence ‒ politically 

and economically ‒ from Russia, where political decision making is often difficult for foreign 

investors and multinational businesses to forecast (Jimenez et al. 2017a, Kuznetsov and 

Kuznetsova, 2008). Apart from political risk, it is especially the strong interpersonal relations 

and kleptocracy prevalent within these countries that are often a major challenge in managing 

international operations (Jimenez et al, 2017b, McCarthy and Puffer, 2013). More concretely, 

corruption and bribery have become major concerns, discouraging collaboration (Demirbag, 

McGuinnness, Wood and Bayyurt, 2015). While nowadays bribery, mafia-like behavior, and 

corruption are broadly discussed within informality and international business studies, the 

informal practice of clientelism, commonly determined by the dyadic relationship between a 

patron and a client who engage within an informal reciprocal exchange of mutual benefits on a 

long-term basis, receives less attention and it remains vaguely defined. We believe that this 

situation prevented the development of a more precise understanding on the nature of clientelism 

and this led to misjudgments about its influence in the past. Central to our study is the 

‘disappearance of informal networks’ assumption prevalent in the international business domain. 

By drawing predominately on the example of guanxi in China, it is assumed that informal 

networks “will take on less strategic importance” (Wilson and Brennan, 2010, p. 662) in a 

developing market-based system. Similarly, Gu et al. (2008) believe that once emerging 

economies “approach the true market system, the moderating effects of interpersonal ties are 

likely to decrease” (Gu et al., 2008, p. 24) and also Peng et al. (2008) believe that “we will 

probably see a gradually reduced role of interpersonal relationships and a heavier reliance on 

market-based capabilities as formal market-supporting institutions are gradually implemented” 

(Peng et al., 2008, p. 928). In sum, scholars in the field of international business assume that, 

with the change in political ideology, informal practices will gradually disappear and others, 

more in line with market-based systems, will evolve. In relation to informal networks in the post-
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Soviet Union, this has not happened yet, even almost three decades after the collapse of 

communism. Recent research points towards the opposite, as Ledeneva (2013) reports in 

reference to Russia: “Research shows that the use of networks has not only diminished, it has 

actually increased” (Ledeneva, 2013, p. 11). Interestingly, in comparison, we observe a similar 

trend for informal networks in several other countries, for example China (Li, 2007b; Luo and 

Cheng, 2015), South Korea (Horak, 2014; Horak and Klein, 2015; Lew, 2013; Yee, 2015), Brazil 

(Amado and Brasil, 1991; Duarte, 2006; Park et al., 2018) or the Arabian region (Abosag and 

Lee, 2013; Alhussan et al., 2014; Hutchings and Weir, 2006). As of today, the most 

comprehensive overview over informal practices can be seen in the Global Encyclopaedia of 

Informality, published recently in two volumes (Ledeneva, 2018), that presents almost 200 

examples of informal practices from around the world. The strengthening of informal networks 

appears to be a phenomenon that opposes the extant theoretical predictions and is at the same 

time of great practical importance when it comes to managing businesses abroad. Therefore, the 

central research questions (RQs) that we seek to answer in this paper are:  

RQ1: Are informal ties in the post-Soviet Union in fact receding? 

RQ2: Does the weak-ties assumption hold for informal relations within the post-Soviet Union? 

RQ3: How can clientelism as a concept help to understand the persistence and strength of 

informal networks and what are its underlying characteristics? 

 

 The purpose of this paper is first to recap the current literature in the field of informality 

and international business, which is informed by institutional and network perspectives and to 

clarify and define the concept of clientelism in the post-Soviet Union. More concretely, we 

extend the current debates in informality studies (e.g. Ledeneva, 2018) and international business 

studies (e.g. Horak et. al., 2018; Horak, 2016; Horak and Taube, 2017; Horak and Klein, 2016; 

Mattson and Salmi, 2013; Minbaeva and Muratbekova-Touron, 2013) by including that in 

addition to the most prevalent traditional, politically connoted forms of clientelism, more 

economically-driven patron-client relations have evolved that contribute to the persistence of 

clientelism. Second, we attempt to explore the phenomenon of the rise of informality in 

economic transactions. Theory has so far assumed that, with the opening of emerging markets, 

institutions would align with global (i.e. “Western”) standards and informal practices and 

networks would disappear. Recent research (e.g. Horak, 2014; Horak and Taube, 2016; 

Ledeneva, 2013; Lew, 2013; Yee, 2015) indicates that this is not the case. Informal networks are 

more likely to persist than disappear. In this paper, we seek to make a contribution to theory by 

gathering evidence on whether clientelism is disappearing in the states of the post-Soviet Union 

or whether it may persist. Third, since central to informal network theory, the ‘strength of weak 

ties’-theory (Granovetter, 1973, 1983, 2017) claims that having weak ties is the key to informal 

networking to gain personal benefits. Tie strength is important in relation to the persistence 

debate and hence interconnected. It also determines the nature and characteristics of the network, 

for example, whether it is accessible to outsiders or not. Whereas the ideal of open, inclusive, 

and accessible networks prevails and is said to result in benefits not only for the individual but 
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also for the society at large, it appears that it is not a universal ideal, as the literature points out 

the exclusiveness and closeness of ties in the East, its kin and family base, and the prevalence of 

particularistic trust. It appears that strong ties rather prevail in the East, so the strength of weak 

ties may appear to be a theory of the West with limited validity in the East.1  

 In the following, we first present the theoretical frame within which our analysis is 

embedded. We discuss informal interpersonal exchanges in combination with theories on how 

network closure and peer pressure work towards efficient exchange. Thereafter, due to a number 

of overlapping uses of the term ‘clientelism’ with other terms, we conceptualize clientelism by 

drawing on extant studies. Through theoretical discourse, we propose three key propositions on 

the nature of informal networks in the post-Soviet Union in order to advance the ‘disappearance 

of informal institutions’ debate in the international business domain. Further, we discuss our 

findings with reference to our theoretical frame and in a larger context. The conclusion reflects 

on the findings. 

 

Theoretical background 

Socially embedded economic transactions 

Economic transaction theory has long neglected the underlying social dimension embedded in 

transactions through which trust is generated by reciprocal acts of exchange. Neoclassical 

thought rather proposed a simple if/then logic: if a relationship maximizes utility, then it will be 

maintained; if not, it will be abandoned. Progress in the area of socioeconomics provided an 

avenue through which social and cultural phenomena could access economic theory (Keefer and 

Knack, 2003). In this field, social relationships can be understood as transaction costs that occur 

due to an imperfect market under the condition of uninformed actors (Williamson, 1993). In 

particular, socioeconomists argue for a stronger consideration of social relations in economic 

theory. Recognizing the relational embeddedness of economic transactions, it is assumed that 

“the nature and structure of social relationships have more to do with governing economic 

behavior than do institutional arrangements and organizational form” (Nee, 2005, p. 57). 

 Social transactions that are economically relevant are seldom formalized and largely 

informal by nature. An informal relationship refers to “the nature of social ties and events as 

implicitly assumed, endogenously embraced, and flexibly enforced by peer pressures 

horizontally in a particularistic personalized process” (Li, 2007, p. 229). Thus, informal 

relationships can be defined as direct or indirect connections between people based on voluntary 

participation but held together by peer pressure. When belonging to a network, the social context 

in which social actions are embedded plays a role; pure self-interest is no longer the only 

motivation (Granovetter, 1985). It is argued that dense social ties represent social capital on an 

aggregated level, and the endowment of social capital of a country is important to make 

economic policies work towards effectiveness. While a high degree of social capital is very 

 
1 In this article, we refer by ‘the East’ broadly to post-Soviet Union countries in Eastern Europe and Central Asia 

and by ‘the West’ to the Anglo-Saxon countries, foremost the United States and the UK, and central Europe.  
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desirable for society (Putnam, 1995), the function that informal networks fulfill is often doubtful. 

Informal networks often serve the organization of “market-oriented economic behavior 

according to informal norms (…). They act in the shadow of the state, often at odds with the 

goals formulated by rulers” (Nee, 1998, p. 86). It is important not to ignore the dark side of 

social capital. Trust between individuals and peer pressure within a network can lead to 

undesired behavior that may hurt society as a whole. Examples include activities by the mafia, or 

the corruption, bribery, and cronyism occurring in informal networks, as documented, for 

instance, in China (Fan, 2007; Gu, Hung and Tse, 2008; Li, 2012; Taube, 2013) or South Korea 

(Kang, 2002; Kim, 2000; Lee, 2000). 

 This study intends to advance the debate on the disappearance of informal networks that 

largely draws on Chinese guanxi networks, by presenting a further important case, i.e. the 

specific context of informal networks in the post-Soviet Union. Clientelism, the type of informal 

network we will investigate, is still weakly defined and conceptualized, being used in different 

ways and often stereotyped or highly abstract (Bustikova and Corduneanu-Ici, 2017; Clapham, 

1982; Weber Pazmiño, 1991). Overall, the nature and characteristics of clientelism are currently 

weakly understood. We try to shed light on two important characteristics of clientelism, which 

on one side help us to understand the construct better and on the other contribute to the 

assumptions made to develop current knowledge further: first the disappearance assumption (e.g. 

Peng, Wang and Jiang, 2008) and second the weak-ties assumption (Granovetter, 1973, 1995), 

which we will describe further.  

 

The disappearance assumption 

By referring predominantly to Chinese informal networks (guanxi), the theoretical discourse is 

currently developing around the question of whether informal networks may persist or recede in 

the future. At present it is assumed that the more a country advances economically (i.e. people 

acquire wealth and goods are available in excess) and the more formal institutions stabilize (i.e. 

reliable courts and enforceable legislation), the less people feel the need to rely on informal ties 

and networks (Peng et al., 2008). The institutionalists, who assume that informal institutions are 

institutionally driven, seem to dominate the debate and argue that informal networks will 

disappear in the future (Brennan and Wilson, 2010; Fan, 2002a, 2002b; Gu et al., 2008; Guthrie, 

1998; Hutchings and Weir, 2006; Peng et al., 2008). The culturalists believe that informal 

networks will persist (Anderson and Lee, 2008; Van de Ven and Jing, 2012; Wong, 2007; Yen, 

Barnes and Wang, 2011), as they are culturally and not institutionally driven and culture is rigid 

and does not change quickly (Hofstede, 2007). Others, however, propose an in-between position 

by assuming that informal networks will persist but transform and adjust to modern times (Li, 

2007a). Whereas for Chinese informal networks the institutionalists seem to dominate in 

numbers, the case of South Korean informal networks provides clear evidence that such a theory 

cannot be generalized. Today South Korea is an advanced industrialized country and an 

established democracy that possesses stable formal institutions, a status that for example China 

and several post-Soviet Union states have yet to achieve. Not only have informal networks (i.e. 
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yongo and inmaek in Korean) not disappeared (Horak, 2014, 2016; Kim, 2000; Lee, 2000; Lew, 

2013; Yee, 2000a, 2000b), scholars argue that they may have intensified, as the personal cost of 

a free market economy increases the individual competition for jobs and careers (Renshaw, 

2011). Yongo is said to provide a reliable base for actors to be ahead of the competition in 

society.  

 Given the Chinese and South Korean cases, there is a doubt that the disappearance 

assumption, that is, the disappearance of informal networks the more a country advances 

economically and the more formal institutions stabilize, which is widely accepted among the 

institutionalists, holds true. This paper attempts to add to this debate by contributing insights 

from the case of the post-Soviet Union. 

 

The weak-ties assumption 

Next to the challenged disappearance assumption (see above), there is also doubt about whether 

the argument of the ‘strength of weak ties’ is, in fact, universal or in the first place valid for 

Western countries only and therein a certain subject pool (i.e. white, educated, affluent, 

industrialized, and democratic, comp. Henrich, Heine and Norenzayan, 2010). In the case of 

China, for instance, strong ties seem to be more influential than weak ties, and empirical research 

on informal networks in South Korea shows that, for important questions in life, people rely 

more on strong ties than on weak ties (Horak, 2014; Horak and Klein, 2015; Lew, 2013; Yee, 

2000a).   

 According to Granovetter (1973, 1995), the strength of interpersonal ties is determined by 

how intimate relationships are, how much trust and how many emotions are attached to them, 

and how much time actors invest in these ties and their maintenance. A tie is conventionally 

described as instrumental and to a lesser extent sentimental and depersonalized (Bourdieu, 1986). 

It is described as usually not being a clan, kinship, or family-based tie in principle. In addition, 

the degree of reciprocity plays a role in determining whether ties become strong or weak. 

Granovetter discovers that weak ties are the most valuable ones for the network member, as they 

by nature transfer information to more distant places within a network. Strong ties are unable to 

achieve that. Furthermore, open networks are regarded as positive in principle, as they are more 

inclusive towards new members, who will potentially provide more benefits to the existing 

members. Coleman (1988) ascribes the ability to connect detached networks to weak ties; 

specifically, weak ties bridge unconnected networks and more information becomes available to 

the one who connects them (the node or the tertius gaudens, i.e. “the third who benefits”) as well 

as to the members of both networks. Hence, weak ties, not strong ones, can fill “structural holes” 

(Burt, 1995). 

 A further indicator of tie strength is the closure of the network. In closed networks the 

social cohesion is stronger; hence, individual ties are stronger. On the contrary, rather weak ties 

prevail in open networks. In collectivistic societies strong ties count; weak ties either do not exist 

to such an extent as in Western countries or they are not influential. Hence, this paper has the 
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aim to add to the “strength of weak ties debate” (Granovetter, 1973, 1983) by making a case for 

clientelism in the post-Soviet Union region. 

 

Conceptualizing clientelism 

Given the descriptions, which are puzzling and partly overlapping with other terms (corruption, 

bribery, cronyism, patronage, etc.), the following section aims to examine the theoretical concept 

of clientelism to define it as a distinct category of an informal network. The central questions 

that should be answered are: What is clientelism, in which structural forms does it occur, and 

why do clientelistic relations exist?  

 

Lopsided friendship and networks of dependency: the architecture of clientelistic networks 

Traditionally, clientelism is a form of informal exchange practice that has a strong political 

connotation. Viewed from a sociological angle the very basic assumption of clientelistic relations 

is the dyadic tie between a client and his or her patron (see Figure 1). “A dyadic alliance is a 

voluntary agreement between two individuals to exchange favors and to come to each otherʼs aid 

in time of need” (Landé, 1977, p. xiv). In general, the literature shows the following 

characteristics that determine the interpersonal dyad between patron and client: exchange, 

asymmetry, voluntariness, diffusity, reciprocity, loyalty, and repeating (Bustikova and 

Corduneanu-Ici, 2017; Trantidis, 2015). Scholars have used the metaphorical expression 

“lopsided friendship” (e.g. Weingrod, 1968) to describe the quality of patron-client relations. 

Solidarity and the reciprocal exchange of benefits on a voluntary basis draw up an implicit 

contract between patron and client that is mainly based on morals and values and finally leads to 

a kind of social coercion (Bustikova and Corduneanu-Ici, 2017). With its diffuse and 

particularistic character, it is not subject to any kind of regimentation. The logic of the system 

implies that an influential person patronizes not only one individual but groups of clients that in 

return are necessary to legitimate his or her authority with a solid basis of support (Eisenstadt 

and Roniger, 1980). One patron is likely to serve several or numerous groups of clients, and the 

one-tier interpersonal dyad multiplies to a several-tier dyadic system. As already reckoned in 

early analyses of the phenomenon, “[i]n practice, any single patron-client bond is almost certain 

to be one of a large and intricately connected series of such bonds, constituting, in toto, a 

clientelistic system” (Clapham, 1980, p. 6). The emergence of vertical chains of dyads in a 

clientelistic pyramid with the patron on the top consequentially requires the existence of 

intermediary positions (Bustikova and Corduneaunu-Ici, 2017; Clapham, 1980). They act as a 

client of a superior patron and, again, as a patron for other subordinated clients, and, 

subsequently, triadic networks of so-called brokers evolve (Holland and Palmer-Rubin, 2015; 

Eisenstadt and Roniger, 1980). Brokers are of substantial importance for the functioning of 

clientelistic systems, as they primarily serve as means of communication between the top patron 

and the clients at the bottom of the hierarchical structure and, thus, they are a crucial factor for 

clientelistic networks to persist (Holland and Palmer-Rubin, 2015; Martz, 1997). Simplified, 

Figure 1 illustrates the patron-client dyad and the evolving architecture of clientelistic networks. 
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--------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

--------------------------------------- 

 

The impact of clientelism on state and society are – at first sight – negative. The majority of 

researchers, mainly identify negative impacts of clientelistic systems on a stateʼs economy (cf. 

Brinkerhoff and Goldsmith, 2004). In short, Clapham (1982, p. 33) names “immobilism, 

inefficiency, illegitimacy, exploitation, corruption.” On the other hand, however, from the 

machine politics2 point of view, clientelistic structures indeed can yield a well-functioning, “[…] 

smoothly operating whole which works to the benefit of all its participants” (Clapham, 1982, p. 

33). Especially, when it comes to weak governments or administration, clientelistic practices 

might provide a more efficient way to serve public welfare (cf. Brinkerhoff and Goldsmith, 

2004, p. 167) and therefore may be an effective means to give aid to a group of poor or 

disadvantaged citizens (cf. Brinkerhoff and Goldsmith, 2002, p. 20). Moreover, it can help to 

overcome social boundaries by connecting persons of different social classes (cf. Clapham, 1982, 

p. 33). Thereby, clientelistic networks can bring benefits of “open societies” to transition 

societies (North, 1990; Acemoglu, Robinson, 2012).  

 

The specifics of informal exchange practices in the post-Soviet Union: clientelism as a fabric  

Informal practices of exchange can take various shapes. In relation to economies in transition, 

here the post-Soviet states, scholars tend to use numerous terms to describe related phenomena, 

the most frequently occurring ones are blat (we will define the in Russia nowadays more 

common term svyazi later), clanism, kinship, clientelism and patronage as well as corruption, and 

bribery. However, these terms are used and defined inconsistently and without broad consensus. 

This might be due not least to the fact that social interactions adapt flexibly to their transitioning 

surroundings, whereas definitions accumulate or become enormously elastic. Nevertheless, this 

definitional abstractness even more intensely demands an effort to differentiate between the 

concepts. In general, clientelism and the other forms of informal exchange practices are 

associated with corruption or bribery. Apart from the traditional political connotation, patron-

client relations indeed have more and more been linked with the intention to reach certain 

economic goals (e.g. Hale, 2012). In this context, the association of the concept with corruption 

as an illegal form has emerged. Recent studies introduce the term “neopatrialism” to distinguish 

the highly complex clientelistic systems in spheres of political administration more adequately 

from the interpersonal economic forms of clientelism (e.g. Erdmann and Engels, 2007). 

Similarly, blat – in its traditional definition of ‘getting things done’ informally via personal 

relationships – did not involve monetary transactions for favors. However, unlike the common 

assumption, informal economic exchange practices are not necessarily tantamount to criminal 

 
2 Numerous authors (e. g. Eisenstadt and Roniger, 1980, p. 74) use the term machine politics to describe political 

clientelism.  
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practices (Mączak, 2005). It is this point at which a differentiation between clientelism and other 

shapes of informal practices on the one hand and corruption, on the other hand, becomes 

feasible. Corruption implies furtive misuse of entrusted power for personal benefits, which, in 

the case of discovery, would be sanctioned (Transparency International, 2016). Bribery, as a 

concrete form of corruption, samples the transactional character of corrupt activities. In contrast 

to that, clientelism constitutes a lasting reciprocal exchange of goods and services, and the 

benefits are evident on a long-term or even lifetime, albeit often delayed, basis (Eisenstadt and 

Roniger, 1980). This durable interaction indicates one crucial point for the distinction between 

the concepts: clientelism, while deeply embedded in the respective cultural context, is a highly 

complex social phenomenon (Szwarcberg, 2015; Lemarchand, 1981).  

Simultaneously, in post-Soviet times, traditional blat has become more and more economically 

connoted and intertwined with corrupt activities (Ledeneva, 2013). Still, the “free market” of 

corruptive practices also resort to vertical clientelistic relations and, thus, despite their 

transactional character intermediary positions might be involved. If transactions via these brokers 

are repeated, the intermediaries become permanent agents in the market leading to an 

“intermediaries’ boom” (Olimpieva, 2010, p. 61) where corrupt activities can work according to 

clientelistic mechanisms. Vice versa, underlying clientelistic structures can serve as a framework 

for informal exchanges that in turn can, but do not necessarily, result in or even aim at corruption 

(Rose-Ackermann and Palifka, 2016; Örnebring, 2012). Next to their close and often wrong 

association with corruption, the concept of clientelism is frequently used interchangeably with 

other existing types of informal exchange practices in the post-Soviet Union.  

  Most frequently, clientelism is linked to patronage. To distinguish clientelism and 

patronage, Mączak (2005) argues that patronage implies a view from above and thus the 

traditional sense of a patron as a protector. Clientelism, reversely, shifts the accent to serving the 

client. Further considerations in this context are made regarding the provision of public 

(patronage) versus individual (clientelistic) benefits, respectively.  

 Another frequently occurring principle of informality on the basis of which individuals 

gain personal benefits is clanism (e.g. Collins, 2006; Minbaeva and Muratbekova-Touron, 2013). 

Informal exchange within clan networks is based on perceived or real kin bonds. Individuals 

usually feel obliged or take it for granted to engage in the informal practice because of their 

demographic similarities or because they are relatives. In this sense, kinship networks, that are 

originally defined as being only accessible for blood relatives or relatives-by-marriage, can be 

part of clan networks (Minbaeva and Muratbekova-Touron, 2013). The most meticulous 

distinction of clientelism in the post-Soviet Union must be made in contrast to blat.  

 Traditionally, blat is defined as “the use of personal networks and informal contacts to 

obtain goods and services in short supply and to skirt formal procedures” (Ledeneva, 1998, p. 1).  

While blat has received research attention on the past, we note that in Russia nowadays the term 

svyazi is more commonly used (Karhunen et al., 2018; McCarthy et al., 2012). The term blat is in 

particular by the young generation perceived as a relict of Soviet times that many have not 

experienced themselves anymore. However, both terms describe a system of obtaining services, 
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information, goodwill, consumption goods, though today to a lesser extent, that are in short 

supply by circumventing formal procedures (Ledeneva, 1998, 2003, 2008). Whether svyazi is a 

competing term to blat, a replacement, a substitute, or complement is still unclear in the literature 

(Karhunen et al., 2018). Currently, however, definitions of blat and svyazi tend to be similar in 

the literature (comp. Karhunen et al., 2018) or exactly the same (comp. Berger et al., 2017). In 

general, they usually center on their use to satisfy needs through informal channels or to shorten 

or circumvent the formal procedures required when dealing with officials and the administration. 

This form of using contacts in order to get things done gives the “taker”, i.e. the beneficiary 

priority over the “giver” involved. In Soviet times, blat, included:  

 

“(1) vertical, or hierarchical, patterns such as protection and patronage; (2) horizontal, or 

reciprocal, deals of the ‘I scratch your back, you scratch mine’ type; (3) go-between 

practices (asking on behalf of someone rather than for oneself) and self-serving 

brokerage; (4) exchange of favours and access to resources associated with family, 

friendship and other binding relationships; (5) patterns of sociability such as mutual help, 

mutual understanding and exchange of information” (Ledeneva, 2018, p. 41).  

 

Thus, a more comprehensive view on blat in terms of svyazi (translated es “networks”) has 

developed (Oleinik, 2003). Blat networks could entail clan and kinship bonds and 

simultaneously, they could work according to clientelistic mechanisms like reciprocity and 

asymmetry. However, while individuals engaged in blat practices because of both a feeling of 

sociability and instrumentality (Ledeneva, 2018), the basis for individuals to engage in 

clientelistic relations is the feeling of dependency on both – the clientʼs and the patronʼs side – 

and the mutual prospect of benefits. Due to their inherent power asymmetry in the patronʼs favor, 

clientelistic relations are lopsided but they are never one-sided as it might be the case in clan, 

kinship or blat relationships. That means that the mode of exchange is always reciprocal 

(bidirectional) whereas exchanges within clanism and kinship relations are at first step 

unidirectional. Due to this reciprocity, clientelism studies shift the unit of analysis away from 

one beneficiary to two (patron-client) or more (patron-(broker(s))-client(s)) beneficiaries 

involved. The frequency of exchanges within clan, kinship or blat networks can be once or 

several times, yet, usually on a short time period. If these exchanges happen on a long-standing 

basis, forms of clanism, kinship, and blat can work under the principles of clientelism and – due 

to its permeable accessibility – show similar characteristics to it.  

 Clientelism, thus, can 1) occur solely in the form of informal exchange between a patron 

and a client, 2) can underlie other types of informal exchange practices like clanism, kinship, and 

blat, and also, 3) can give rise to corruption. Therefore, we define clientelism as an informal 

reciprocal exchange mechanism between a patron and a client – directly or through 

intermediaries – conditioned by mutual benefits on a long-term basis that can also evolve into 

clientelistic networks and can underlay other forms of informal exchange practices such as 

clanism, kinship, and blat. In table 1, we summarize our differentiation between clanism, 
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kinship, blat, and clientelism.  

 

--------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 1 about here 

--------------------------------------- 

 

An overview of clientelistic structures in the post-Soviet Union 

Countries that undergo institutional transition are especially prone to the establishment of 

clientelistic structures (Kusche, 2011; Mars and Altman, 2008). Drawing on the current 

literature, including the recently published Global Encyclopaedia of Informality (Ledeneva, 

2018), as well as the database of informal practices established by the Global Informality Project 

(GIP, 2017), Table 2 provides an overview of clientelistic practices in the post-Soviet and former 

Warsaw Pact (i.e. together the former “Eastern Bloc”) member states. Several insights can be 

derived from the table. First and foremost it can be asserted that the practice of blat, which 

originated in Russia, is characteristic of most of the post-Soviet Union states. Post-soviet 

countries where the traditional type of blat, i.e. without a monetary or even corrupt connotation, 

is pronounced are for instance the Ukraine or Belarus (Lennhag, 2009; Onoshchenko and 

Williams, 2014; Williams and Onoshchenko, 2015). In Romania, on the contrary, the word blat 

is used to describe activities that are illicit in the first place (Stoica, 2012).  

 Second, a key factor of distinction is the strength of ties determined by the extent to 

which informal transactions are family (or clan) or non-family based. Closed networks that are 

accessible through clan membership only are, for instance, the ones of the South Caucasus 

(Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Georgia). Hence, access to those networks is ascribed and cannot be 

acquired. However, other ties are more accessible, for example, the ones to close friends but also 

to people with the same place of origin (i.e. birthplace) or people with the same ethnicity and 

nationality. Overall, the South Caucasus blat is a form of blat that can be described as clan-based 

and rather closed with strong ties (Aliyev, 2013). Informal ties in Central Asia (i.e. Kazakhstan, 

Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Turkmenistan) can be characterized in a similar way. In 

this region, informal ties tend to be closed and are characterized by clan membership. The 

division of the society into clans is pronounced in Kazakhstan as well (Minbaeva and 

Muratbekova-Touron, 2013) and is described by Schatz (2005) as “those [divisions] that exist 

within an ethnic group and in which demonstrable common kinship is understood to underlie 

membership” (Schatz, 2005, p. 26). In Uzbekistan, next to pronounced clan structures, the 

tanish-bilish system, an acquaintance network used to access resources, is common (GIP, 2017). 

In Kyrgyzstan the uruuchuluk system stands for the Kyrgyz traditions of blood relationships that 

pervade social life, progress, and development: “key players in socio-political processes in 

modern Kyrgyzstan are not political parties, but regional clan elites which influence the behavior 

of broad sections of the population in no small measure” (Levitin, 2005, p. 192). Hence, informal 

ties in the Southern Caucasus and Central Asia can be described as predominantly clan based. 
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They are pervasive in the economic and political field and permeate private as well as public 

spheres. 

 Third, in terms of the endurance of the use of informal ties, we observe for the post-

Soviet Union states that they have not disappeared yet. This result, based on our literature 

review, is likely to be the clearest of our analysis. Either informal ties have intensified or they 

have developed further and adjusted to changes in the environment. They have not lost their 

influence; neither have they disappeared. For instance, the informal practice of using blizki, i.e. 

the close people, common in Bulgaria, is described by Begg and Pickles (1998) as still being as 

strong as ever around the turn of the century, and in a book published even more than 15 years 

later, Tzvetkova (2015) points out that it is still the blizki network that is used to “get things 

done.” Further, Sik (1994, p. 17) points out that informality became more widespread “under 

post-communism than under communism”. More recent research conducted by Grødeland and 

Aasland (2011) confirms empirically the hypothesis proposed by Rose, Mishler, and Haerpfer 

(1997) that people in the industrialized Western countries rely on and develop far less informal 

social capital than people in post-communist societies. The reliance on informality is regarded as 

a key factor of distinction between the post-Socialist countries of Eastern and Central Europe and 

the West (Thelen, 2011), a fact that is shared by the majority of scholars in this field (Böröcz, 

2000; Morris and Polese, 2004; Pichler and Wallace, 2007). 

 

--------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 2 about here 

--------------------------------------- 

 

The strength of clientelistic ties 

The question of whether clientelistic ties are strong or weak is difficult to answer given their 

typical multifaceted nature and the lack of empirical research in the fields of informality and 

international business studies. However, compared with the extant research on the strength of 

ties in the post-Soviet Union, it can be assumed that the nature of clientelistic ties tends to be 

rather strong (also judged from a post-Soviet idealistic–normative point of view), in contrast to 

the predominantly weak and instrumental ties that we find in the West. For the strong-ties 

assumption, informal ties are of a rather sentimental nature and networks are rather closed. For 

the case of Russia, Butler and Purchase state that “blat is based on emotional trust (…). Favours 

are given not for one’s experience and knowledge, but for being ‘one of our circle’, and thus, are 

based on emotions rather than thoughts” (Butler and Purchase, 2004, p. 48). Further, regarding 

network closure, Aliyev (2013) points out that reciprocal exchange, for instance, in blat networks 

“works mostly within networks of close friends and acquiring new friends does not necessarily 

mean that they would enter the ‘circle of trust’. Rather, it potentially expands an individual’s blat 

network, increasing opportunities for accessing more resources” (Aliyev, 2013, p. 95). Oleinikʼs 

(2003) considerations on trust within those horizontal relations, e.g. between friends or members 

of one same clan, make the specifics of underlying vertical patron-client relations clearer: trust in 
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one's boss is commonly regarded sufficient since in totalitarian regimes horizontal relations are 

usually created via vertical ties anyway. Further, in Russia an affiliation to a trusted group can be 

identified, implying that networks are neither open nor casual: “The Russian notion of svoi 

denotes an affiliation with a particular social circle of trusted people. The proverb ‘svoi svoemu 

ponevole drug’ (svoi people are forced into friendship since they belong to the same circle) 

emphasizes the compulsory nature of such social relationships” (Ledeneva, 2008, p. 122). 

 In sum, though recognizing the existence of different tie strengths, we propose to regard 

clientelistic ties in the post-Soviet Union as generally strong. First, from the theory point of view, 

Western ties represent current knowledge about network ties and those are regarded as rather 

weakly sentimental and predominately instrumental. As no other theory is currently equally 

accepted, they represent the benchmark. In that comparison, second, in many countries of the 

post-Soviet Union, especially the South Caucasus and Central Asia, the majority of ties is rather 

kin and (extended-) family based which is rather untypical, non-existent, or morally disdained in 

the West. Third, they are rather closed and more difficult to establish than the rather open, 

inclusive and flexible networks according to the Western ideal. Hence, we put forward the 

following proposition: 

 

Proposition 1 (strong-ties proposition): Due to the mutual dependency of the parties involved 

and the reciprocal nature of clientelistic ties, they are by nature strong ties. Simultaneously, 

other forms of informal exchange practices in the post-Soviet Union such as blat, clanism, and 

kinship can work under clientelistic mechanisms. Therefore, strong ties, not weak ties, are the 

prevalent type of ties to acquire personal benefits of all kinds. 

 

Persistence and dynamic change 

As shown in Table 2, clientelistic ties are as common as ever if not more pronounced today, as 

several scholars suggest. This fact may be explained by two factors: whereas cultural heritage 

may explain its evolution, wealth and the current state capacity (i.e. quality of government) may 

explain its contemporary intensity.  

 Cultural heritage. In medieval and early modern times, during the reigns of the Tsars 

Ivan IV (commonly known as Ivan the Terrible, 1533–1547) to Peter I (commonly known as 

Peter the Great, 1721–1725), patron-client relations were well established within Russian society 

(Mattson and Salmi, 2013). Especially the medieval practice of kormlenie (Russian for 

“feeding”) generated an informal exchange practice that was well established. Kormlenie was a 

remunerating system, which officially demanded citizens to support and “feed” the underpaid 

officials who were allocated by princes to administrate the local regions on their behalf. While 

banned in 1555, kormlenie is one example of how tolerance to informal practices could be 

generated by official institutions. Later, in 1880, the influential Russian statesman Pobedonoscev 

outlined the relative importance of personal relations compared with official institutions 

(Pobedonoscev, 1880, quoted in Zajončkovskij, 1966). Pobedonoscev stressed interpersonal ties 

as the main characteristic of collectivist societies, in which individual benefits are sought through 
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personal relations and which are inclined to choose informal methods of exchange, like 

clientelism. For instance, in the 17th century, Russian society was deeply stratified and the 

relationship between peasants and elite landowners worked according to clientelistic mechanisms 

(Moon, 2014; Lewin, 1965). Separate network patterns among the two parties, i.e. peasants and 

elites, involved communities where mutual help was a condition to survive on the peasantsʼ side, 

while clanism and noble heritage worked well on the side of the elites. In 1927, Stalin enforced 

the collectivization of agricultural land and curbed industrialization which led to a tremendous 

urbanization (Lewin, 1965). During these Soviet times, horizontal as well as vertical 

relationships based on kinship became stronger for a larger part of the society (Verdery, 2018). 

Thereby, “cultural tightness” increased and “in-group vs. out-group”-thinking became dominant 

within Soviet society (Triandis, 2002). Triandis (2002, p. 909) notes that “[p]eople in collectivist 

cultures are especially concerned with relationships” and aim to maintain these relationships and 

their specifics. The shifting emphasis of vertical to horizontal ties made networks more 

permeable and, finally, allowed the mobility of patron-client relations to the broad mass during 

the time of the Soviet Union. Similar observations are made regarding post-communist Hungary, 

where “[…] the privatized, distrustful culture of the late Socialist period was also carried over 

into post-Socialism” (Martin, 2002, p. 834). Following the extant literature (e.g. Kyriacou, 2016; 

Clapham 1982), it can be said that the common values and especially cultural tightness within 

the collectivist societies of the former Soviet Union could have served as a legitimating basis 

either to accept that patron-client relations exist or to engage in such relations.3 During the Soviet 

regime, patron-client relations existed, as bureaucrats of local governments supported the 

Communist Party and acted as intermediaries for Moscow (Brinkerhoff and Goldsmith, 2002). 

Furthermore, during industrialization, the practice of blat – as described earlier in this article – 

was well established in everyday Soviet life. Informal exchange was a welcome opportunity for 

the Soviet society to overcome the shortcomings of the planned economy (Ledeneva, 1998). 

Additionally, the high power distance within the state contributed to the rise of informality. One 

example, in this context might be the so-called subbotnik and voskresenik (Russian for “Saturday 

and Sunday”) – weekend days that were “scheduled” for unpaid voluntary work which, by late 

Soviet times, led to forms of forced voluntarism and link to the Soviet humoristic term 

dobrovolno-prinuditelnoe (Russian for “involuntarily volunteering”) (Odinokova, Rusakova, 

Urada, Silverman and Raj, 2014). Such regular and subtle coercion by the state led to mistrust in 

the law and even more encouraged the use of informal practices. As perestroika4 was already the 

third ideological and iconoclastic reversal within a century,5 it engendered percussion and 

 
3 However, after regaining independence, the former Soviet states redeveloped their individual national 

consciousness, and the cultural values that legitimize patron–client relations can surely not be generalized to all 

countries. 
4 Generally described as a movement for reform and restructuring of the economic and political landscape within the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union and associated with the Soviet leader Gorbachev (Goldman, 1993). 
5 The transition from the tsarist regime to the Soviet Union marks the first change in ideology after the October 

Revolution in 1917, Khruchevʼ public critics on the cult of Stalin in February 1956, marked another shocking 

reversal for many Soviet citizens.  
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disorder that permeated all areas of everyday life and left people in unprecedented uncertainty 

which has long been considered a main condition of clientelistic practices to exist (Clapham, 

1972). After the collapse of the Soviet Union (from summer 1991 to January 1992), 

hyperinflation of the Russian rouble called forth other types of informal economy, for example, 

barter, which is a non-monetary exchange system that fostered intransparency and an insider 

economy (Yakovlev, 2010). Researchers have largely agreed upon that patron-client relations 

may recede in established democracies but equally, they can persist and appear in different 

shapes (e.g. Auyero, 2014; Eisenstadt and Roniger, 1980). In accordance to that, the following 

transition period, the so-called “wild market” period of the 1990s, gave rise to the formation of 

new interpersonal relations and the so-called oligarchs under president Yeltsin (e.g. Zeller, 

2017), since “clientelism tends to flourish in insecure political and economic environments, both, 

rural and urban” (Brinkerhoff and Goldsmith, 2002, p. 2). Martin (2002) supports this view 

following an examination of enterprise structures in Central and Eastern Europe after the 

collapse of the Soviet Union and finds that the transition from the communist planned to the 

capitalistic free market economy has created a special form of capitalism, which he calls 

“politicized managerial capitalism.” This political-economic entanglement was still present when 

Putin became President and it became clearly visible during the Yukos affair (e.g. Rutland, 2002; 

Sakwa, 2009; Tompson, 2013) when its owner, the Russian oligarch Chodorkowski, seemingly 

strengthened political opposition against the Putin regime. The case finally led to a change in the 

institutional landscape and politically motivated clientelism diminished. Rather, patron-client 

relations have become much more economically connoted and the involvement of intermediary 

institutions, for example, non-profit organizations or procurement companies, is more commonly 

based on monetary functions than on political ones (Ledeneva, 2009; Mattson and Salmi, 2013). 

The business landscape, thereby, is still traversed by “overlapping networks” (Mattson and 

Salmi, 2013, p. 191) between business and personal worlds, i.e. they are very permeable for 

“newcomers” of other networks. Finally, the mobilization of vertical ties during Soviet times 

persisted, when “networks evolved naturally from the structures of late Socialism [and were] 

kept together either by value consensus or resource dependency” (Martin, 2002, p. 829). Thus, 

informal exchange can be described as a systemic tradition within post-Socialist Eastern Europe. 

Furthermore, it is arguable that informal exchange practices helped the systems to work. Hence, 

combating them is in a way contradictory and can be seen as a major challenge today. 

 Wealth and state capacity. Wealth and the current state capacity have a significant effect 

on clientelistic processes in developing countries (Bustikova and Corduneanu-Huci, 2009). State 

capacity basically relates to the “quality of government” (Fukuyama, 2013; Holt and Manning, 

2014). It considers the resources available within a state (economic well-being) and the degree of 

professionalization (Fukuyama, 2013) within its administration. This is why historical 

institutionalists frequently relate it to the well-functioning of institutions (Soifer, 2016). Political 

scientists, moreover, describe it as the ability of a state to regulate which includes ensuring the 

payment of taxes by citizens “measured by the size of the shadow economy relative all legal 

economic activity” (Ottervik, 2013, p. 2). Political clientelism and reliance on businessmen could 
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be explained by the low income levels within post-socialist societies as clientelism increases 

with lower levels of gross national product (GDP) per capita in a state. Research shows that only 

after an estimated income threshold of about 14,000 USD per capita (in 2002) has been 

surpassed, the historical state capacity and a stateʼs reputation for public goodsʼ provision can 

explain clientelism (Bustikova and Corduneanu-Huci, 2009). However, since this long-term 

reputation for delivering public goods and trust in the state administration in most developing 

countries has never evolved, it is the current state capacity that explains the levels of clientelism. 

The orientation towards particularistic interests among the members of post-communist 

collectivist societies and the lack of a civil society aiming at public welfare impede the formation 

of mass support for democracy and in turn strengthen the power of elites (Brender and Drazen, 

2009). However, it is to emphasize that the political and economic development has progressed 

and proceeded differently within the individual post-Soviet states. As mentioned above, in the 

case of Russia, the politics of the Yeltsin regime during the 1990s, with excessive person-based 

practices under the use of barter or the distribution of vouchers, put forth the oligarchs as a 

broadly discussed interest group (Yakovlev, 2010; Zeller, 2017). Other examples include 

Georgia and Turkmenistan: in Georgia, reforms with quite efficient anti-corruption measures 

were instantiated and international business activities increased (Gevorkyan, 2015) whereas in 

Turkmenistan, for instance, clientelistic ties proved very stable after the death of the first 

president Saparmyrat Niyazow (“Turkmenbashy”) in spite of the subsequent presidency under 

Berdimuhamedow (Horák, 2010). In this case, informal personal relationships that endured the 

collapse of the Soviet Union again were more effective and reliable in delivering services and 

goods than weak post-communist administrations (Robinson, 2007) and thus clientelism 

functioned to “alleviate the consequences of sub-optimal policies by undermining their negative 

effect at the execution stage” (Kurer, 1993, p. 261). Based on the above, we offer two 

propositions: 

 

Proposition 2 (current state capacity proposition): The intensity and form of clientelism can 

be explained by the current state capacity. 

 

Proposition 3 (persistence proposition): Clientelistic systems in the post-Soviet Union are 

deeply embedded in the cultural context and have a long standing character. In contrast to 

exclusive network types (due to clan or kinship regulation), clientelistic systems dynamically 

adjust to their environment and are rather accessible and integrative to other networks types. 

Hence, they may not disappear with the further development of formal institutions. 

 

Discussion  

By presenting the case of clientelism, we have argued that social relationships in the post-Soviet 

Union are a crucial part of governing economic behavior. However, crucial elements and 

characteristics are still under-researched and have not yet been incorporated into the widely 

accepted theory of informality in economic behavior. In our exploration, we have focused on the 
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endurance and strength of informal networks. Although our study and other research on 

informality (e.g. Ledeneva, 2018) shows that the landscape of informal networks within the post-

Soviet states is quite diverse in terms of their characteristics, we argue that informal networks 

based on clientelism are exclusive, but accessible to a larger part of people, since membership is 

not bound to any non-acquirable attributes such as kinship or clan relations. In this sense, 

clientelism can bring positive aspects to societies when individuals with limited resources are 

able to get access to information, services, and goods that would otherwise be denied to them. In 

line with the results of other scholars (e.g. Anderson and Lee, 2008; Yi and Ellis, 2000), we 

propose to regard informal networks as a persisting institution that does not disappear quickly 

but that changes and adjusts dynamically in response to changes in the institutional environment. 

These may deploy particular dynamism in times of transition. We regard informal networks as an 

institution that is deeply embedded in the respective cultural environment as well as dependent 

on and responsive to other institutions of the environment. Hence, we suggest an “in-between 

position” (see also Li, 1998, 2008): clientelistic ties in the post-Soviet Union might be culturally 

as well as institutionally driven. They will likely persist in one form or the other.   

 The strength of ties is an important feature to understand the operation modes of informal 

networks and whether they are closed or open, that is, how to gain access to and benefit from 

resources that are made available to members. As discussed, the Western ideal suggests that 

“networking”, i.e. gaining access to a network, is in principle open to anybody, as networks are 

typically rather open and used instrumentally. It is surprising that the “strength of weak ties” 

theory hardly holds true in Eastern countries. As for the post-Soviet Union, we suggest 

categorizing clientelistic ties as by trend strong-tie based, hence rather exclusive, but still 

accessible and integrative (comp. table 1). 

 Given the complexity of ties, both our “persistence proposition” and the “strong-ties 

proposition” may be a starting point for future research to shed more light on the nature of 

informal networks and their interaction with the environment to work towards a theory of 

informality in economic interactions. Similarly, our considerations show where a more integral 

approach in informal network research is needed. While social network researchers analyze the 

structural and relational aspects of its embeddedness in economic transactions, most studies 

currently lack country-specific contextualization. Our considerations show, however, that 

structural and relational aspects are specific to the cultural environment (Adler, Doktor, and 

Redding, 1986; Dowling and Donnelly, 2013). Additionally, we outlined the downsides of 

clientelistic relations but also took their potential benefits for states and societies into account. 

Therefore, more research on the permeability of clientelistic networks is needed and on related 

questions on how these can contribute to gain the benefits of “open societies” for instance 

(Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012; North, 1990).  

 Finally, as in the West informality often carries negative flavors, we advocate conducting 

future research to take into consideration how to strengthen and maintain the positive aspects of 

informality while curtailing the negative aspects. Whereas a high level of informal governance 

will not be likely to contribute to an economic boost and may lead to immobilism, inefficiency, 
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illegitimacy, exploitation, corruption, and so on, clientelistic structures can yield a well-

functioning “smoothly operating whole which works to the benefit of all its participants” 

(Clapham, 1982, p. 33). Especially when it comes to weak governments or administrations, 

clientelistic practices might provide a more efficient way to serve public welfare (Brinkerhoff 

and Goldsmith, 2004) and therefore may be an effective means to give aid to a group of 

disadvantaged citizens that a government is temporarily unable to provide (Brinkerhoff and 

Goldsmith, 2002). Moreover, it can help to overcome social boundaries by connecting persons of 

different social classes and may serve as a breeding ground for the creation of social capital, 

which is widely regarded as an important ingredient for economic and societal progress. 

 

Conclusion 

In this study, we have defined the concept of clientelism as politically as well as economically 

driven informal practice. Further, we focused our exploration on questions of endurance and the 

strength of network ties. Our findings represent an important extension to common beliefs about 

the characteristics of informal institutions, in particular, informal networks: as informal 

institutions are assumed to recede in the long run, we find clientelism to be very much alive and 

partly strengthening in post-Soviet times. We did not find clues for a ‘strengths of weak ties’, as 

post-Soviet Union ties appear to be generally rather strong, and partly inaccessible in the case of 

non-clan membership. Weak ties and instrumental ties do not appear to be a societal ideal; hence, 

they do not play a significant role. We conclude that clientelism is a resilient phenomenon that 

stands out for its longevity and adaptability, for which the respective local culture and current 

state capacity provide a legitimizing basis. As such, the nature, character, and respective 

antecedents of informal networks must be understood better, as they represent an integral part of 

informal economic interaction in post-Soviet Union states with implications for economic 

development and societal progress.  
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Figure 1. Patron–client dyad and evolving architecture of patron client-networks 
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Table 1. Characteristics of informal practices in the post-Soviet Union  

 
Informal practice   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Definition Informal social network 

characterized by a network of 

kinship ties, obtained through 

blood relationships or 

marriage relationships, can 

also be part of clanism  

(Minbaeva and Muratbekova-

Touron, 2013). 

“[I]nformal social network 

characterized by an ʻextensive 

network of kin and fictive kin 

ties, or perceived and 

imagined kinship relationsʼ 

(Collins 2006, p. 25)”.  

Traditional definition (blat): 

“[T]he use of personal 

networks and informal 

contacts to obtain goods and 

services in short supply and to 

skirt formal procedures” 

(Ledeneva, 1998, p. 1). 

 

Extended definition: “[W]ays 

of getting things done through 

personal contacts, associated 

with using connections, 

pulling strings and exchanging 

favours” (Ledeneva, 2018, p. 

40). 

Informal reciprocal exchange 

mechanism between a patron 

and a client – directly or 

through intermediaries, 

defined by mutual benefits on 

a long-term basis that can also 

evolve into clientelistic 

networks and can underlay 

other forms of informal 

exchange practices such as 

clanism, kinship, and blat. 

 

Tying bond in 

relations  

Feeling of liablity through 

kin-based bonds (relatives, i.e. 

family, marriage) (Minbaeva 

and Muratbekova-Touron, 

2013). 

Feeling of liablity through 

perceived and imagined kin-

based bonds (“mates”, i.e. 

same school, army unit, 

university, birthplace, or 

relatives) (Minbaeva and 

Muratbekova-Touron, 2013). 

Feeling of sociability and 

instrumentality (Ledeneva, 

2018). 

Feeling of dependency 

Prospect of mutual benefits 

between two entities envolved 

Accessibility Closed Closed Rather exclusive but 

developable 

Rather exclusive but 

accessible and integrative 

(permeable) 

Basic mode of 

exchange 

Usually unidirectional, no 

mandatory reciprocity 

obligation 

Usually unidirectional, no 

mandatory reciprocity 

obligation 

Unidirectional or bidirectional  Bidirectional (reciprocal) 

Predominant 

nature of ties 

Sentimental Sentimental Instrumental Instrumental 

Kinship 

Clanism 

Blat/svyazi 

 

Clientelism 

permeable borders 
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Frequency of 

exchange 

Short-term, once or several 

times 

Short-term, once or several 

times 

Short-term, once or several 

times  

Long-Term, standing 

character, no specified points 

in time 

 

 

Table 2. Informal practices in post-Soviet and former Warsaw Pact (i.e. Eastern Bloc) member states 

 
Country 

(source) 

Population  

(2015, in 

1000)1 

Common 

practice(s) 

Description 

 

Network characteristics Comments 

Political or 

economic 

connotation 

Kinship or 

clan 

connotation 

(strong–

weak) 

Accessibility 

(open–closed) 

 

Endurance 

(persistent 

or 

receding) 

 
Russia 

(Ledeneva, 

1998) 

 143 457 blat/svvazi “Blat is the use of 

personal networks and 

informal contacts to 

obtain goods and 

services in short 

supply and to skirt 

formal procedures” 

(Ledeneva, 1998, p. 1).  

 

Extended definition: 

“[W]ays of getting 

things done through 

personal contacts, 

associated with using 

connections, pulling 

strings and exchanging 

favours” (Ledeneva, 

2018, p. 41). 

Rather 

economic, 

but as well 

political.  

Strong to weak. 

Consists of 

family and 

non-family ties, 

whereby ties 

based on kin 

are usually 

strong. 

Tend to be rather 

closed but depends 

on the situation. A  

“close-knit group 

of trusted people 

(svoi liudi)” 

(Aliyev, 2013, p. 

92). 

Persistent Trend of post-Soviet 

blat in Russia: blat 

became a platform 

for corrupt activities. 

Today the term 

svyazi is more 

commonly used 

referring generally 

to “ties”.  

Ukraine  

(Onoshchenko 

and Williams, 

2014; Williams 

and 

Onoshchenko, 

2015) 

 44 824 blat Similar to traditional 

Russian blat (i.e. non-

monetized) but the 

involvement of cash 

depends on relational 

closeness. 

 

Economic 

and political 

Strong to weak. 

However, the 

strong kinship 

(family and 

close friends) 

connotation 

may be 

dominant. 

Both depend on 

relationships (kin- 

or non-kin-based). 

Persistent Rather traditional 

(non-monetized) 

blat prevails. 

Kinship connotation 

can be weaker (i.e. 

non-kinship-based, 

monetized) and 

strong (kinship-

based and non-

monetized).  
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Poland*  

(Dunn, 2004; 

Kissel, 2000; 

Stenning, Smith, 

Rochovská and 

Świątek, 2010; 

Wedel, 1986) 

 38 612 znajomosci Connection or 

“networks of 

horizontal exchange 

relationships among a 

circle of intimates” 

(Dunn, 2004, p. 119).  

Political and 

economic 

Pronounced, 

family, and 

close friends-

based.  

Tend to be closed. 

However, can be 

developed among 

people of different 

social status. 

Persistent  

 

- 

Uzbekistan 

(GIP, 2017;  

Ilkhamov, 2007) 

 29 893 tanish-bilish  Acquaintance 

networks used to 

access resources (GIP, 

2017), clan-based 

patronage. 

Political and 

economic 

Strong, 

predominately 

clan-based. 

Tend to be rather 

closed, 

characterized by 

clan membership; 

neopatrimonialism 

in combination 

with clanism. 

Persistent 

 

 

 

- 

Romania*  

(Dunn, 2004; 

Stoica, 2012, 

Volintiru, 2012) 

 19 511 pile 

 

Connections to 

“facilitate someone’s 

access to certain 

goods, services, or 

people” (Stoica, 2012, 

p. 173). 

Political and 

economic 

Weak, rather 

instrumental tie 

by nature.  

Open. Persistent Blat is used in the 

Romanian language 

too referring to illicit 

activities (Stoica, 

2012). Also, 

politically connoted 

clientelistic ties 

appear in the form 

of political 

patronage 

(Volintiru, 2012).  

Kazakhstan 

(Ilkhamov, 2007; 

Minbaeva and 

Muratbekova-

Touron, 2013; 

Schatz, 2005) 

 17 625 clanism  

 

“Clan divisions are 

those that exist within 

an ethnic group and in 

which demonstrable 

common kinship is 

understood to 

underlie membership” 

(Schatz, 2005, p. 26) 

Political and 

economic 

Strong. Closed, clan-based. 

 

 

Persistent “Clans are often 

closely 

associated with 

primordial tribal and 

lineage kinship 

associations that 

claim to have a 

common nomadic 

ancestor, real or 

imagined” 

(Ilkhamov, 2007, p. 

69). 

Czech Republic 

(former 

Czechoslovakia)* 

(Cook, 2014; 

Grødeland, 

2007) 

 10 543 various - Political and 

economic 

- - Persistent, 

yet declining 

political 

clientelism 

(Cook, 

2014) 

No detailed 

information 

available 
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Slovakia 

(former 

Czechoslovakia)* 

(Cook, 2014; 

GIP, 2017) 

5426 protekcia / 

tlačenka 

Slovakian blat 

Use of personal 

connections 

Political and 

economic 

- - Persistent, 

yet declining 

political 

clientelism 

(Cook, 

2014) 

No detailed 

information 

available 

Hungary* 

(Cook, 2014; 

Grabbe, 2014; 

GIP, 2017) 

 9 855 protekció 

Hungarian blat 

Use of personal 

connections in 

business and politics 

Political and 

economic 

- - Persistent, 

yet declining 

political 

clientelism 

(Cook, 

2014) 

Interwoven 

networks between 

state-economy-

politics (Grabbe, 

2003) 

Azerbaijan 

(GIP, 2017; 

Aliyev, 2013) 

 9 754 tapş  

(or tapsh or 

tapshirmag) 

 

South Caucasus 

blat 

Obtaining favours 

through networks 

(GIP, 2017) 

 

 

Political and 

economic 

Strong. 

Reliance on 

kinship and 

clan ties.  

Rather closed but 

depends on the 

context.  

 

Persistent Predominantly 

kinship-based blat 

networks (Caucasus 

blat). 

Belarus 

(Lennhag, 2009) 

 9 496 Belarus blat Similar to traditional 

Russian blat. May 

involve monetized and 

non-monetary mutual 

help, but non-

monetized transactions 

are more common. 

Political and 

economic 

Strong to weak. 

Similar to 

Russian blat. 

Tend to be closed. 

Similar to Russian 

blat. Depends on 

family or non-

family ties.  

Persistent Similar to Russian 

blat. 

 

Tajikistan (GIP, 

2017; Ilkhamov, 

2007) 

 8 482 ashabiya 

 

Blood relationship or 

cosanguinity. Unites 

people at the societal 

level, clan-like 

networks prevail. 

(GIP, 2017) 

Political and 

economic 

Strong, 

predominately 

clan-based. 

Tend to be rather 

closed, 

characterized by 

clan membership. 

Persistent - 

Bulgaria* 

(Stenning et al., 

2010; Begg and 

Pickles, 1998) 

 

 7 150 blizki blizki, or ‘the close’ 

people, i.e. family and 

friends help to get 

things done around the 

formal procedures. 

Political and 

economic 

Strong. 

Family 

influence high. 

Usually based 

on reciprocal 

favor, i.e. non-

monetized. 

Tend to be rather 

closed due to being 

partly family and 

clan-based. 

However, ties can 

be developed. 

Persistent - 

Kyrgyzstan 

(GIP, 2017; 

Ilkhamov, 2007; 

Levitin, 2005) 

 5 940 uruuchuluk “Kinship-based 

patronage.” (GIP, 

2017) 

Political and 

economic 

Integral/strong. 

 

Tend to be rather 

closed, 

characterized by 

clan membership. 

Persistent Networks develop 

further and adjust to 

changes in the 

environment. 

Turkmenistan  5 374 clanism The key characteristic Political and Very strong, Tend to be very Persistent  Clan-based with a 
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(Horák, 2010; 

Chatham House, 

2009; Ilkhamov, 

2007) 

is (familial and 

territorial) clan-based 

patronage. 

economic clan-based. 

Lineage 

identity and 

territorial 

origin are the 

key to the 

creation of 

“clan” 

formations. 

closed, 

characterized by 

clan membership; 

territorial origin; 

neopatrimonialism. 

 strong emphasis on 

lineage identity and 

territorial origin 

(Horák, 2010). 

Moldova 

(Lutsevych, 

2013; Way, 

2003) 

 4 069 Private 

connections, 

kinship ties, 

clientelist 

networks 

Use of connections to 

have success in public 

life 

Political and 

economic 

Weak, rather 

instrumental tie 

or “fictive kin”. 

Rather open, highly 

individualistic.  

Persistent - 

Georgia 

(Aliyev, 2013) 

 4 000 South Caucasus 

blat 

 

 Political and 

economic 

Strong. Deeply 

entangled in 

the 

kinship and 

clan politics. 

Rather closed but 

depends on the 

context.  

 

Persistent Predominantly 

kinship-based blat 

networks (Caucasus 

blat). 

Armenia 

(GIP, 2017; 

Aliyev, 2013) 

 3 018 khTsb  

 

South Caucasus 

blat 

Use of 

connections/Armenian 

blat. (GIP, 2017) 

Political and 

economic 

Strong. 

 

Rather closed but 

depends on the 

context.  

 

Persistent Predominantly 

kinship-based blat 

networks (Caucasus 

blat). 

Lithuania  2 878 - - - - - - No information 

available 

Latvia 

(GIP, 2017; 

Sedlenieks, 

2004) 

 1 971 comu būšana 

 

Latvian blat  

Friendly assistance to 

circumvent official 

procedures. (GIP, 

2017) 

 

Economic Weak, rather 

instrumental 

tie. 

Rather closed. Persistent - 

Estonia 

(Annist, 2015) 

 1 313 tutvuste kaudu 

 

“Getting something 

through 

acquaintances” 

(Annist, 2015, p. 97) 

Economic Weak, rather 

instrumental 

tie. 

Rather closed. Persistent - 

 
Notes: 
* Warsaw Pact members (excluding Albania, which withdrew in 1968, and East Germany, which merged with the Federal Republic of Germany in 1990) 

1 United Nations (2015) 
2 Here and in the following: The Global Informality Project (GIP, 2017) 
 

 


